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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this paper is to evaluate whether Relationship Marketing (RM) creates competitive advantage and retains custom-
ers for businesses. In order to evaluate RM practices in Grameen Phone (GP), two hundred and sixty five respondents were sur-
veyed. Findings show that GP has been applying RM successfully, consequently retaining customers and achieving competitive 
advantage. However, GP should emphasize on internal marketing practices and on enhancing employee satisfaction and customer 
care.  
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1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

N the world of globalization, telecommunication in-
dustry is one of the fastest growing ventures. Compa-
nies in this industry continue to adopt innovative and 

more sophisticated policies in order to achieve competi-
tive advantages as well as to introduce technological dy-
namism and provide beneficial services to subscribers 
worldwide. Grameen Phone, the leading telecom compa-
ny in Bangladesh, adopted strategies to retain customers 
with RM. Among different other services, Grameen 
Phone has committed to providing this most vital service 
for which the company is mainly chosen by the custom-
ers. Essentially, evidences that GP has a reliable network 
and quality service for its customers contribute to the 
implementation of RM strategy.  
The key component of marketing in the 21st century is to 
establish relationship between an organization and its 
customers. Customer service, quality, and marketing cor-
relate with one another (Gillemo et al., 2000). However, 
organizations have always faced hardships in aligning 
these concepts together although relationship marketing 
places great emphasis on customer value rather than 
simply ‘getting the customers’ (Christopher et al., 2000). 
RM is not a completely new concept rather a paradigm 
developed over time through overlapping traditional 
marketing practices.  
According to Berry (1983), there are five strategies of rela-
tionship marketing that need to be sufficiently developed 
to create effectiveness in the marketing scheme as shown 
in Figure-1. 

 
Figure 1: Strategies of Relationship Marketing 

 
Relationship marketing strategy, therefore, suggests that 
a service provider should know the characteristics and 
requirements of the individual customer and then should 
provide the services accordingly (Berry, 1983).  

2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

RM is a fundamental sector of marketing that has been 
discussed among academics and marketing practitioners 
for over last 20 years. In business management, RM was 
one of the most controversial factors that were rising to 
prominence. In fact, it was a unifying force within mar-
keting that “served as the generic context for all market-
ing transactions, whether products or services, consumer 
or industrial” (Mattsson, 1997).  
Literally, researchers have given different definitions to 
relationship marketing. However, they mostly possess 
common denominators. Comprehensively, a definition 
addresses that relationship marketing identifies, devel-
ops, and enhances relationships among all associated 
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business personnel along with its customers. Further-
more, it focuses fully on potential profitability and future 
objectives which can be brought up only by loyal and 
committed relational exchanges (Egan, 2001). Relation-
ship marketing aims to create relationship with consum-
ers so that they can be satisfied and retained, whereas 
transactional marketing intends to make the sale and 
look for new customers (Vence, 2002).  
A major shift that is occurring in the conceptual theories 
of marketing has been stated as a paradigm shift by re-
searchers. The marketing mix and traditional concepts of 
marketing including services marketing, industrial mar-
keting, and the economy of customer relationship is de-
veloping further towards ‘relationship oriented ap-
proach’. (Grönroos, 1994).  This paradigm shift is stated 
to be Relationship Marketing. There were reasons as to 
why the need for paradigm shift arose:  

• To  recognise importance of customer retention 

• To globalize the businesses 

• To keep pace with progressing market economy 

• To develop nature of marketing mix 

• To fulfil the need for establishing closer customer 
relationship 

Besides the above market demands, paradigm shift oc-
curred to fulfil the lacking of marketing practices and 
achievements.  
A number of indispensable elements of RM paradigm 
were discussed where it was mentioned that supplemen-
tary knowledge permitted the augmentation of RM as an 
alternative viewpoint. For instance, the concentration of 
business was on increasing the number of customers, 
rather than bringing about retention and satisfaction for 
customers, although they both share proportional out-
come to each other (Schneider, 1980).  

Basically, relationship marketing focuses mostly on a long-
term relationship with its partners spreading in numerous 
transactions (Dwyer et al., 1987). This mutually beneficial 
and long-term characteristic of RM highlights that “custom-

er satisfaction is a necessity but the prominent goal should 
be to establish a long-lasting relationship on the basis of 

mutual benefits” (Achrol, 1997). Companies can distinguish 
the value of long-term relationships with customers and 
partners, but for implementation they still need proficient 
knowledge of RM in most cases (Egan, 2001). 
Customer Retention 
In relationship marketing customer retention has been given 
more prominence than mere customer acquisition in pers-
pective of company’s benefit and reputation (Gummesson, 
1999). More companies accept the theory of customer reten-
tion generally because of the following reasons: 

• Existing customers are comparatively easier and less 
expensive to retain than to create new stream of clients. 

• It takes much less levels of marketing effort and fi-
nancial input to satisfy old customers. 

• Consumers’ loyalty serves as secure and superior 
profitability over time for the company (Reichheld, 
1996; Egan, 2001). 

Competitive Advantage in Relationship Marketing 
Service marketing has close linkage with relationship 
marketing and these two jointly can generate competitive 
advantage. Telecom industry is basically a service 
oriented business and it operates on such marketing 
principles where customer relationship is crucial for prof-
itable business. The fundamental necessity of RM is to 
attain competitive advantage which generates better eco-
nomic development. In case of telecom industry, compa-
nies should recognize and establish a network of rela-
tionship to perform better for its customers (Gummesson 
2002; Derozier and Hunt, 2004).  
Relationship marketing has the ability to build influential 
relationships with clientele and with other firms and com-
panies that would result in competitive advantage. On the 
other hand, ‘market relationships create sustainable advan-
tages precisely because they are so difficult to manage’.  
From the review of literature the following research 
questions have been arisen: 
1.  To what extent relationship marketing is playing a 

vital role in attracting and retaining customers of 
Grameen Phone. 

2.  Has Grameen Phone achieved competitive advan-
tage after implementing relationship marketing?  

Conceptual Framework of Relationship Marketing  

Appropriate interrelationships of the theoretical concepts 
of RM are vital to its success. Customer retention and 
competitive advantage are emphasized in this study 
which are the basic components of RM achievement. The 
theoretical framework is presented as below: 

 
Source: Author’s analysis based on Literature Review. 

3 OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY 

The broad objective of the study is to analyze the creation 
of competitive advantage and customer retention by su-
perior customer relationship marketing of Grameen 
Phone. The specific objectives are: 
1.  To investigate internal marketing strategy of Gra-

meen Phone. 
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2.  To examine the role of customer care in retaining 
customers. 

3.  To identify whether GP applies relationship pricing 
strategy or not. 

4.  To find out the relationships of GP with distributors 
and retailers.  

4 METHODOLOGY 

The research is exploratory by nature. Grameen Phone 
was selected as a case since Gummession (1991) states 
that one case study can be enough if full co-operation is 
ensured by the sample company. The company was se-
lected on the basis of size, market share, and goodwill of 
the company. Sample survey was conducted in Dhaka 
city for this research work. A questionnaire was sent to 
twenty five GP employees who were responsible for 
marketing and other departments, from where fifteen 
respondents replied. First-hand surveys were conducted 
to collect data from fifty retailers selling mobile phones 
and providing related services, and the same was also 
done on 200 general customers, mostly youth population 
using Grameen Phone mobile service. 
A non-probability sampling, specifically snowball sampling 
was adopted to carry out the survey. In addition to primary 
data, the paper also utilizes secondary data collected from 
recognized journals, reports, magazines and websites. 

5 FINDINGS AND INTERPRETATIONS 

At first, different questions of the questionnaire will be 
discussed, and then the relationship of the company with 
employees, customers, and distributors will be explained 
in detail. 
Analysis of Findings: Employee Perspective 

Employees responded differently to the same questions. 
When they were asked about the number of bonus mi-
nutes offered to customers for reactivating old SIM cards, 
73% answered 10-12 minutes while rest of them ans-
wered either 16-18 or 19-21 minutes. The most important 
question was whether GP offers special bonus for cus-
tomers who are using GP for long time. The answer was, 
again, surprisingly mixed.  

 
Figure 3: Special Bonus 

However, among the employees who replied positively, 
when they were asked to tell the name of the bonus, they 
could not answer. Some mentioned “Thank You Bonus”, 

though this particular bonus is given to the customers on 
the basis of usage; the more one uses the more reward 
one gets. The next question was asked about the strategy 
of GP for improving the technology to increase long term 
relationship. Many of them answered about the increase 
and improvement of GP network base stations. GP tradi-
tionally have attracted and retained their customers 
through their unparallel network setup. Since in tele-
communication sector customers look mostly for consis-
tent and noise-free network, many of the early customers 
have long stayed with GP in spite of lucrative offers in 
terms of lower call rate from the other service providers. 
Therefore, GP seems to be not very interested in using 
any marketing tools other than strong network system to 
improve the relationship with the customers. But compa-
nies need to bring about holistic change in their market-
ing and managerial policy when they decide to imple-
ment relationship marketing. GP could not change their 
policy in view of this aspect.  
The internal environment is terrifying for the employees 
in Grameen Phone. Most of them did not answer the 
questions directly; even they refused to mention their 
official email address fearing being identified. Some of 
them did not mention their designation, name and any 
email address. In their views, company might be trying 
to create long term relationship through relationship 
marketing but they never think of keeping good relation-
ship with their employees. No employee wants to ex-
ecute his/her own plan in any campaign. They witnessed 
firing of employees who failed to achieve company’s ob-
jective after implementing their own plan. Employees, 
especially in marketing department, are uncertain about 
their job security. As a matter of fact, replies from em-
ployees working in marketing department were very 
limited. Downsizing and abrupt change in hierarchy are 
the recent policies adopted by the top management. Al-
most 100% answers came positively about their network 
coverage all over the country.  
Regarding the company’s focus on customers, 67% rep-
lied GP does have that but also they never responded to 
customers’ demand about lowering call rate. They were 
always follower in this concern. Nearly 54% said in con-
nection with lowering call rate that high quality deserves 
high price, and 26% said high technology cost does not 
allow them to lower the call rate. One employee pointed 
out: “GP thinks that the company is providing quality 
service to its customers. In addition, if you want better 
service, you should pay more; reducing price will bring 
you down at same level with the other competitors. GP is 
still market leader, not a mere follower”. 
With regard to intention of keeping long term relation-
ship with customers, 80% employees said Yes and 20% 
said No. Though 80% employees answered positively, 
there are differences among their satisfaction level. Many 
of them did not answer to this question. Some even re-
fused to answer as, in their words, it is strictly related 
with company’s strategic issues.  
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Figure 4: Focus on long term relationship 

GP offered 24 hours customer care service on 7 days-a-
week basis before any other operators did the same in 
Bangladesh. Recently they offered priority day for wom-
en. On Tuesdays, if any woman visits GP customer care 
centre, she will be given priority in service over her male 
counterparts. A large portion of country’s businessper-
sons are subscribers of GP. Most of them use GP, accord-
ing to employees, because of best network coverage all 
over the country, best internet service and best value for 
money. GP business subscribers are served on regular 
basis by special bonus. According to the employees “GP 
introduced a new service named “Bull” through which 
one will be able to access stock exchange and this will 
help businesspersons make their life easier.” On the basis 
of usage Company offers Nokia N-series mobile handsets 
free of cost.  
In question of the company helping the poor, some em-
ployees reported as occasionally, while some others said 
regularly and the rest said Never. One of the packages 
for the villagers is called Polli-Phone, which is the only 
package for the rural entrepreneurs, especially women.  
The need of relationship marketing is surely present for 
GP and even they are now giving more emphasis on rela-
tionship with customers which can be recognized from 
the customer surveys. In fact, they have taken up a new 
marketing tag “stay close”. Most of their recent adver-
tisements are based on customer care and building and 
maintaining relationship. Many subscribers had switched 
from GP to other operators before the company at last 
went for relationship marketing, and this drop-out num-
ber is not less, approximately 2% in 20 million customers. 
Nevertheless, 5% (approximate) customers increased due 
to RM implementation. All agreed that the reduction in 
brand-switching was caused by RM application. In ques-
tion of why the number of GP users is increasing day by 
day in Bangladesh, 50% employees reiterated best net-
work and phenomenal brand image. But there are some 
other reasons that even GP top management could not 
pick up. According to one employee, “As a customer 
manager I receive good number of calls from the root 
level of our country and surprisingly I came to know 
from my own interest when I asked them why they use 
GP, most of them answered that using GP is positively 
related with one’s social status”. Not only GP but some 

other operators also started implementing RM and one em-
ployee expressed in this words “one day all the other opera-
tors will have robust, reliable network. Call charge will also 
come down. On that time relationship with the customers 
will differentiate GP with the other competitors”. 
Findings: Customer Perspective 
GP started their operation in 1997 and brought about a 
revolutionary change in the country’s communication 
technology, economy, culture and politics. For the first 
time they introduced pre-paid mobile phone services in 
Bangladesh. Consequently, most of the early mobile us-
ers in the country still remain loyal to GP. This research 
found almost 63% GP users are using this network for 3 
to 6 years or more. Maximum personal average expendi-
ture in mobile phone is around tk100 to 300 and tk300 to 
500 per month. In case of choosing packages, most of 
them are taking up Smile- a prepaid package. Relatives of 
most of the GP subscribers’ are also using the same oper-
ator. Smooth, reliable network is attracting and retaining 
customer for GP in the first place. A whopping 42% of 
respondents used other operator before GP and left those 
due to network problem. Surprisingly one new point has 
been highlighted that higher cost of their ex-operator also 
encouraged them to switch to GP. Therefore, price is the 
most important factor for choosing mobile service pro-
vider in developing countries like Bangladesh. Almost 
74% of the respondents visited GP customer care centre, 
and among them 67% are satisfied and 33% are neither 
satisfied nor dissatisfied.  

 
Figure 5: Services provided by GP 

Customer manager is a recently created post by GP who 
is responsible for providing services to the customers. 
50% of the people surveyed are satisfied with the beha-
viour of customer manager. However, they complained 
against delay in services. Accountable marketing, one 
part of relationship marketing, is not practiced by GP 
properly. Only 39% customers said that the GP employees 
call them to know service adequacy. In case of advertise-
ment, there are mixed answers. 30% customers like adver-
tisement where GP offers bonus talk time or extra facilities 
for the old SIM card, 24% are happy with lower call rates 
in FNF numbers, and 20% of them spoke highly of bonus 
talk time. 70% subscribers encourage their relatives and 
friends to use GP. This clarifies that customers are satisfied 
with what GP is offering to them. Only satisfied customers 
recommend product/ service to others.  
One important finding that came up after the survey is 
that customers keep relationship with GP more for the 
hazard of brand switching than for GP’s relationship 
marketing. 19% customers feel the exit barrier, that is, 
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they will have to part with a long familiar phone number. 
In relationship marketing, customers usually deserve an 
intimate care from the service provider. They want to see 
the company is remembering them in their special occa-
sions such as birthday, marriage anniversary and so on. 
GP is trying to fulfil customers’ desires but efforts are not 
very satisfactory yet. 52% customers said they are not 
recalled on their special occasions. To build and maintain 
relationship, company can offer a lot of services. Accord-
ing to the customers, Thank You bonus and free texts 
messages are company’s only relationship tools. One ob-
jective of relationship marketing is to make the customers 
loyal to the company and retain them without any cogni-
tive dissonance. When customers were asked “how long 
will you be with GP?”, 43% said they will keep up with 
GP for their lifetime, 23% said 7 years and 32% men-
tioned 5 years. Customers said they want to keep long 
term relationship with GP but the company will have to 
reduce the tariff and increase quantity of FNF (friends 
and family) numbers.  
In case of loyalty, approximately 74% customers said 
they consider themselves loyal customers of GP. Cus-
tomers are very much inclined to have relationship with 
GP but the company didn’t do anything in respect of cus-
tomer’s demand and preferences. Almost 74% customers 
showed their discontent in that the company is not offer-
ing any extra facilities to those who are using Grameen 
Phone from the very beginning. This is an issue to be 
concerned about from the perspective of RM after 15 
years of service. 18 % respondents replied negatively 
about the question “Grameen Phone gives more empha-
sis on retaining existing customers rather than attracting 
new ones.” Almost 61 % customers agreed with this 
statement. Approximately 45% customers will stay with 
the company in spite of better/cheaper offer from other 
operators. This indicates the result of some good practic-
es of relationship marketing by GP. It has created an at-
mosphere of loyalty inside and outside the firm. 58% 
people said that in future they will use GP more often. 
In case of communicating in remote areas, almost 75% 
told they always use GP. Relationship can be measured 
by the emotion of customers with particular product. 
Almost 50% customers agreed they consider GP as one of 
their family members. But 25% are still ready to say nega-
tive to other about the company. Relationship with GP is 
pleasant and worthy to 66% customers.  
Customers showed their discontent where GP offers lucra-
tive benefits to attract new customers only rather than to 
retain the old ones. The socially established brand image 
encouraged customers to use GP for a long time and 57% 
of the respondents told it has become part of their identity. 
In this case GP is successful in relationship marketing. 
Findings: Distributor Perspective: 
There are different types of distributors or retailers. Some 
directly sell SIM cards, balance recharge cards, mobile 
phone handsets, accessories etc, while some others buy 
mobile connections from GP on business purpose and 

sell talk times to customers most of whom cannot afford 
their own mobile phone. Most of the retailers were found 
doing business with GP for a long time. Almost 30% told 
they were doing business with GP for 4 years and 28% 
for more than  5 years, rest of them for 1,2 or 3 years.  
When the question was asked whether “GP employees 
keep good relationship with the distributors”, most of the 
answers were positive or neutral.  

 
Figure 8: GP employees keep good relationship with distribu-
tors 

 
GP fulfils their requirement promptly and in the manner 
the distributors like. 52% GP employees, as this research 
finds out, behave in courteous and friendly manner, 
while 60% said they were professional in interaction with 
the distributors. On the other hand, distributors face dif-
ficulties when GP offers new package or new call rate. 
Most of the distributors are less educated, hence they face 
problem in explaining these changes to the customers. It 
is a matter of regret that 58% distributors said GP em-
ployees could not properly explain changes in time. GP is 
always late to pay heed to the distributors, which some-
times frustrate the distributors and force them to think 
about switching their business over to other operators. In 
comparison to other operators, GP distributors are happy 
with GP services. 

6 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Relationship marketing is the key to business success, 
specifically in industries like telecom services. Nowa-
days, companies are putting more emphasis on customer 
care and long-term relationship than on anything else 
and so does Grameen Phone too. GP has changed their 
slogan to “Stay Close” whereas Banglalink says, “We 
Promise”, and City cell says, “We Care” –all of which 
point out strong competitive environment within telecom 
industry in Bangladesh. GP is applying customer relation-
ship marketing to attract and retain customers, and to 
achieve competitive advantage. It takes a lifetime to build 
and maintain a strong, reliable, trustworthy relationship 
but needs only moments to shatter everything down. It is a 
fragile bondage with the customers with whom marketers 
usually don’t have any blood relation yet it is the crucial 
most things for the survival and growth of businesses. GP 
has also experienced some gap in their performance and 
customer expectations. It is high time to rectify all the 
problems and minimize the gap as much as possible. 
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Here we recommend some opportunities GP could capi-
talize on: 

• Lack of internal marketing generating from dissatis-
fied employees is one of the indispensable factors 
that company needs to resolve.  

• Grameen Phone should immediately create a friend-
ly and motivating environment for its employees be-
cause they are the second most vital structural ele-
ment for the company besides its customers. It is im-
portant to secure employees’ job other than firing 
them for their adventurous mistake. Company 
should share responsibility of unsuccessful cam-
paigns made by employees.  

• Since large number of the distributors and retailers 
are uneducated, they cannot understand every 
change made by the company in terms of packages, 
tariff etc. In order to make distributors more efficient, 
company needs to start appointing proficient, skilled 
distributors and also to set up specialized training 
programs for them.  

• Continuous customer care depends on continuous 
employee development. Hence, the company should 
train their employees on a regular basis.  

• Some certain group of customers, especially business 
people and the affluent segment of our society, look 
at price as a reflection of quality and status. GP 
charges higher tariff than other operators but still 
customers are with them. This finding signifies that 
company need not reduce its price significantly right 
now as many of the customers relate it with their sta-
tus.  

• GP should maintain a well balanced management. It 
should also convince general people about their con-
tributions in the economy and well fare of the coun-
try.   

As of January 2012, GP is the current market leader in Ban-
gladeshi telecommunication industry; but no position in 
business is secured for good. CityCell, who pioneered this 
industry in this country, are in the 4th position now. Com-
petition is becoming fiercer and all the companies are now 
focusing on RM rather than only on transactional market-
ing. For GP’s further growth, recommendations discussed 
in this section should be implemented. GP is well ahead of 
their competitors but this gap is becoming narrower day by 
day which they need to pay careful heed to. Once the mar-
ket will be saturated and all will try to win their competi-
tors’ customers. GP should not forget that though customers 
have stayed with them for a long time, they are always ben-
efit oriented and are becoming ever more demanding. Slight 
lag in relationship might deteriorate the hard-earned posi-
tioning of the company. Therefore, there is no chance to be 
delighted rather Grameen Phone should go searching for 
the excellence always. 
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